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Meet April 
April believes that no one should have to suffer through an unorganized, poorly managed change and the resulting negativity. 
Preparing for change with a people centered focus helps realize the benefits of change. 
April speaks frequently to organizations and conferences about preparing people for change and leading a positive workplace. 
Her programs and keynotes resonate with front line staff as well as leaders. 
One of the "First 100" Certified Change Management Professionals (CCMP™) certified by the Association of Change 
Management Professionals, April authored The Standard of Change Management as a member of the standard working group.   
An experienced presenter, facilitator and Project Management Professional, April is Past President of the Michigan National 
Speakers Association and has been profiled in Time Magazine, The New York Times. She is author of How to Lead Successful 
Change and Springboard to Success. 

CREATING AND SUSTAINING A POSITIVE WORKPLACE  
Turnover, stress related illness & disengagement are signs of a problematic workplace and according to the most recent 
Gallup polls, nearly 70% of employees are unhappy or disengaged at work.  It is estimated that negativity at work costs the US 
$450-550 billion a year is lost productivity. 

This presentation provides humorous insight into the 7 habits of negativity, including tips to stop gossip, techniques for 
getting along with others and strategies to reap the many benefits of a positive and engaged workforce. 
 

 
Meet Josh 
In the trenches of a well-paid CPA firm, learning first-hand the hard cost of disengagement and how Millennials worked, 
Josh Schneider knew something had to change - so he did something about it. What he did was form a coaching company 
and work with organizations and individuals to increase performance, energy, and happiness. As the impact of 
disengagement rose, Josh wrote the book Generation NEXTLEVEL, which calls the next generation of leaders to play to their 
strengths and do work that matters. 
To increase the impact of his work Josh founded The Millennial & Employee Engagement Institute to curate and develop 
research to help unlock people performance and consult businesses to transfer leadership to the next generation. From 
labor studies and engagement work with Sikorsky Aircraft, to working with the small business owner down the street Josh 
truly understands the future of the workforce and how to engage it. 
He has been featured on Under30CEO and the CEOhour talking about business and people performance with strategies for 
reaching the next level. From the stage Josh brings a passion that is contagious, an energy that’s undeniable, and 
innovative ideas that work in today’s new business climate. 

THE NEW RULES OF ENGAGEMENT 

Imagine a world where we wake up inspired to go to work, feel valued, are totally engaged and get to use our skills and 
strengths to solve problems. People who use their strengths every day are six times more likely to be engaged on the job 
(Gallup). This culture can overcome any obstacle, flow freely with the ever changing, fast paced workplace and create the 
advantage that every company needs. Today, across many successful organizations, great leaders are shaping the culture in 
which people naturally work together and achieve remarkable results. When the right elements and conditions are present in 
our organizations, we naturally trust each other and create more value than we take.  

With 83% of individuals stressed at work, 55% unsatisfied with their jobs and 47% struggling to stay happy, something has to 
change. The need to address the individuals who show up every day is more important than ever. The need to develop them, 
engage them, and help them cultivate their dreams and reach goals is essential. Josh truly believes a companies power is in 
their people - and with this research and information, organizations can turn their problem’s into their strength’s while they're 
still an opportunity. 


